2 Arrested for Burglary/Robbery on Guilden Street

This morning at approximately 3:45 am patrol officers responded to the area of Hardenberg and Somerset Streets where they apprehended two (2) suspects fleeing from the scene of a burglary on Guilden Street. The suspects were being chased by one of the victim/residents of the Guilden Street address as the officers arrived and took the two suspects into custody.

At approximately 3:43 am residents of the Guilden Street address were awakened by noises in their home and encountered two men in the adjoining room disassembling electronics belonging to the occupants. One of the suspects attempted to strike one of the victims as he fled the scene. The victim continued to pursue the suspects outside until the police arrived. The responding officers recovered a duffel bag outside the house packed with other electronics, games, and food taken from inside the residence and belonging to the occupants.

The suspects were identified as Alpha Sesay (27 year old male from Somerset, NJ) and Miguel Zavaleta (19 year old male from New Brunswick, NJ) and both charged with Burglary, Robbery, and Theft. Bail was set at $50,000.00 for each suspect.
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